
Text search for "PEAD" in Derek Johnson's  https://thedocuments.info/

I have added some context around each hit using simple command line
tools but have not bothered with preserving formatting or making sure
to add extra context above which provided directly from the initial
search.  (I was using grep -4 'PEAD' on textexports from the PDF:s, plus
text editing fixup.)

Before the search hits from a certain document, I give the title of the
document on Derek's index page, my own filename for the document in
my own archive, and the web link I originally downloaded the document
from.  Except for the recently updated documents, the others were
downloaded on 2023-01-12.  Recently updated documents were
downloaded on 2023-07-21.
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https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/510878-americans-have-to-
know-the-truth-about-the-powers-of-the-president/

Which is why on November 3, 2020, President Trump issued a
Presidential Emergency, known as a PEAD, a Presidential Emergency
Active Document.  The only people who can know what's in that
Document are the President and Military Generals.  However, based on
the Law and Order from 2017 up to that date along with Military
Regulations, Optics, Symbolism, and Visual Operations…  A Veteran or
person like myself can tell you what's in that Document based on those
up to that day.

/ … /

President Trump ended the Air Force military space program and
established the Independent Space Force in December 2019.  DUE to
the above and ALL Law and Order from January 20, 2017, the activation
of those 4 bullets in Executive Order 13848 with the key bullet: Maritime
Law, on November 3, 2020, and the PEAD signed that day…  NO
President was legally confirmed on January 6th, 2021, and did not have
to be, because of the unaddressed National Emergencies from 2018 and
2020, Presidential Enhancement Act of 2019/2020, the Presidential
Emergency Active Document, the invoking of the Insurrection Act of
1807 which are all 47 U.S. Code 606 titled War Powers of the President.

/ … /

November 8, 2016, was the death of the Establishment as Military
Generals and Operatives with President Trump at the helm, took control
of our Nation.  Everything from January 20, 2017, to January 20, 2021,
via the Uniform Code of Military Justice aka Military Law, Military
Regulations, Military Optics, Military Symbolizations, the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, Presidential Emergency powers
(PEADs), Presidential Acts, Executive Orders, the invoking of the
Insurrection Act of 1807, Marine Law of 1834, Law of War Manual,
Executive Order 13919 activating Military Reserves Components in all
50 states, and 47 U.S. Code 606 plus ALL UCMJ and Constitutional
actions…  ALL of those EXTENDED President Trump's powers as
President.  There’s been no less than 300 Military Aircraft in the skies
every single day since January 2021

/ … /

Covert Operation by Derek Johnson
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EVERYTHING below is nothing but LAW AND ORDER.  The Executive
Orders from January 20, 2017, to January 20, 2021, Military Law, Law of
War Manual, Military Justice Act, Military Regulations, Military
Operations, Military Optics, Military Code, Presidential Emergencies
(PEADs), National Emergencies, Presidential Acts, via the Constitution,
U.S. Law and U.S. Codes… hold ALL of the answers to this Biblical,
Monumental, Historical, Covert Operation.  First and foremost, it needs
to be made clear, there’s a difference in Constitutional Law prior to
1871, and post 1871.  There’s plenty of career Politicians, Lawyers, and
people who misconstrue, butcher, and twist the Constitution

/ … /

President Trump and FEMA declared two more National Emergencies in
2020 that also were also never addressed by that Congress.  Which is
why on November 3, 2020, President Trump issued a Presidential
Emergency, known as a PEAD, a Presidential Emergency Active
Document.  The only people who can know what's in that Document are
the President and Military Generals.  However, based on the Law and
Order from 2017 up to that date along with Military Regulations, Optics,
Symbolism, and Visual Operations…  A Veteran or person like myself
can tell you what's in that Document based on those up to that day.

/ … /

President Trump ended the Air Force military space program and
established the Independent Space Force in December 2019.

DUE to the above and ALL Law and Order from January 20, 2017, the
activation of those 4 bullets in Executive Order 13848 with the key
bullet: Maritime Law, on November 3, 2020, and the PEAD signed that
day…  NO President was legally confirmed on January 6th, 2021, and did
not have to be, because of the unaddressed National Emergencies from
2018 and 2020, Presidential Enhancement Act of 2019/2020, the
Presidential Emergency Active Document, Executive Order 13912, 10 US
Code Chapter 1209, 10 US Code

/ … /

Imagine that… the same way our Founders broke from the British
Parliament…  They started the Revolutionary War that lasted 8 years

(1775 to 1783).  The British revolted in 1812… ended in 1814, as we
kicked their butts again.  DUE to Law and Order from January 20, 2017,
the activation of those 4 bullets in Executive Order 13848 with the key
bullet: on November 3, 2020, and the PEAD signed that day, NO
President was legally confirmed on January 6th, 2021… and did not
have to be.  Because everything from Nov. 3, 2020, to that point started
the final installation of the Covert Operation via the Constitution and
President Trump's 1776 Commission (activated March 2, 2021; not a
coincidence 2 days before the original Inauguration date, March 4:

/ … /

Military decided to:  “Shall we play a game?” - Q  Let them expose
themselves.  It’s a Covert Sting Operation = a good Military
Psychological Operation.  It had to be controlled for a reason.  From
2017 to present day…  President Trump used the Constitution, Military
Law, PEADs, PAs, Executive Orders, and it alllllll happened right in front
of your eyes.  Check this…  In every single Executive Order that
President Trump signed from 2017 to 2021, that has to do with this
Operation, not ONE single EO went into effect until AFTER November 3,
2020, all the way into 2021, 2022,

/ … /

And here’s where it gets really, really, really good.  P.E.A.D.  The other
most important piece of Law is the Presidential Emergency Action
Document(s) better known as a PEAD.  PEADs are between the
President and the Military (Pentagon).  NO ONE, not even Congress
knows what is inside of them.  That’s why it’s IMPERATIVE for you to
understand The Constitution is the highest in the land surrounded by
Military and Military Law.  Which is why it’s important to listen to those
of us who quote this like the back of our eyelids…  THAT and THOSE are
how you “know who to trust.”  The reason we (military guys like me who
know Military Law, Regs, Codes, Optics, etc.) can 95% or better know
what is inside of the PEAD that Trump signed… is due to the actions
taken by the Military from 2017 to 2021 and from 2021 to present day. 
There’s enough evidence via the Constitution, Military Law, Presidential
Acts, National Emergencies, Executive Orders and actions via all lines of
Defense to show what is in one of them.  Here it is:  An emergency
declaration that vested ALL power of the Chief Executive and whatever
Legislative Powers deemed necessary by that trusted person to lead the



government-in-exile or better known as Continuation of Government. 
Guess who that person is?  Commander-in-Chief Donald John Trump. 
This PEAD is equivalent to the Commonwealth Act No. 671 which is
archived in U.S. Law.  Also the President's powers to do so are in Article
VI of the Constitution.  Commonwealth Act No. 671: 
https://www.officialgazette.gov.ph/1941/12/16/commonwealth-act-
no-671/  Notice the .GOV site?

/ … /

2018 with the specific date of November 3, 2020, inside of it, Maritime
Law inside of it, and a National Emergency, and other Presidential
Emergencies.  Notice the General’s quote ON Election Day:  Here’s how
we know what was in this PEAD by the actions we had already seen via
Military and Law…  “We took what we learned in 2018.”  He said this on
ELECTION DAY.  LOL  @US_CYBERCOM = United States Cyber Command
US CyberCom:  https://www.cybercom.mil/

/ … /

Emergency, Maritime Jurisdictions, and Election Fraud Committee to be
activated on November 3, 2020, and report all the way into Fall of 2021
with the KEY and SPECIFIC NOVEMBER 3, 2020, DATE covered in that
2018 order.  A little time before the Election, a PEAD was written to
transfer ALL governing authority to the President of the United States
upon a triggering event which would also have a COG with it.  That
triggering event was proof of a foreign government directly or indirectly
colluding with election officials to change the results of the election. 
Insert:  See the mirror word: colluding.

/ … /

Those ‘made-to-order’ ballots pushed Biden over the top.  He was
“declared” the “winner.” Which goes back to the General’s tweet… as
the Military was watching the fraudulent voting… Election infrastructure
was absorbed into critical infrastructure as a part of the Dept. of
Homeland Security in 2017.  The Military discovered evidence that an
enemy government assisted domestic agents with stealing the
election…and that discovery triggered the PEAD.  THIS is the PEAD
that - for all intents and purposes - activated devolution.  You have got
to read the Commonwealth Act to understand the repeat of history

about the government-in-exile of the Philippines.  Commonwealth Act
No. 671 vested all governing authority of the Philippines into one man,
President Manuel L. Quezon.  Trump and the Government of the United
States are now the same person.  The PEAD had to be activated prior to
the vote counts that declared Biden the winner.  While the Democrats
were scrambling and cheating to push their now actor candidate across
the finish line, the PEAD was already activated.  Mike Pompeo made the
mainstream media laugh when he said these keywords:  “We would be
transitioning to a second Trump Presidency.”  “We’re ready.”  “The world
is watching.”

/ … /

Philippines when Manila fell.  (Read: Commonwealth Act above).  In this
video, he was speaking futuristically, “would be”… they knew this was
not going to happen, hence the activation of Active Duty, National
Guard, and Reserve components of all 50 states (the latter has never
been done in History).  We’re ready: The PEAD was already activated
along with Executive Orders, Maritime Law, Presidential Emergencies,
and troops were on standby getting ready.  The World is watching:  And
stilllll watching.  "The evidence and crimes will be shown to the world
and they will pay for their crimes and it will be done with FULL
ACCORDANCE TO THE LAW."  We’re going to count ALL the votes - we
will need these later to PROVE the election was stolen.  Hence the SCIF,
Military Intel via Quantum Info System, the 17 Military Agencies all
working together watching fraud in live time.  Also hence the General’s
comment that day.  There will be electors selected:  These were needed
to secure Trump's presidency-in-exile in full compliance with the law. 
Electors are Trump’s people - they may have easily signed NDA’s, if they
were even needed.  The PEAD would allow Trump to suspend elections
in order to save the nation if he deemed it necessary.  There’s a
process:  The constitution spells it out very clearly.  We count votes,
select electors, elect a President.  However, the constitution also gives
the President power to act in the event of emergencies and invasion. 
Once the PEAD was activated that vested governing authority in the
current President (Trump), that President could have suspended
elections - legally.  The timing was critical.  The evidence triggering the
PEAD had to be uncovered prior to the vote counts being complete and
“Biden” declared winner.  The world should have every confidence that
the transition necessary that the State department is functional today,
is successful today, and will be successful with the President who is



sworn in on January 20th, a minute after noon will also be successful: 
There’s a subtle reference to TWO different

/ … /

So, why did "Biden" swear in at 10 AM EST?  ���������  This PEAD was
equally important as all the Executive Orders, National Emergencies,
and which led to the Activation of Troops in January.  On May 6, 2020,
Trump specifically said:  “We went through the worst attack we’ve ever
had on our country, this is the worst attack we’ve ever had… this is
worse than Pearl Harbor, this is worse than the World Trade Center. 
There’s never been an attack like

/ … /

Chaos.  Division.  Create a problem, already have a solution for the
people.  Build, destroy, rebuild, repeat.  Covid-19 was not an accident. 
It was a Biological Chemical Attack against the world.  With that PEAD…
here’s the end game with it:  It created a Government in Exile.  Which is
why President Trump left in Air Force One (which NO PRESIDENT has
ever left D.C. in or on post Noon EST) and has been moved around like a
chess piece when needed.  Everything from selection of electors,
January 6, and “inauguration” were the visual and illegal actions for the

/ … /

Emergencies, Presidential Acts, National Emergencies, from 2017 to
2021.  As in the U.S. Law of the Commonwealth Act No. 671, a puppet
was too, also “sworn in'' in 1941 in the Philippines… The puppet does
not mean a thing, because the Commonwealth Act No. 671 protected
the Philippine people from Japan.  This PEAD and all of the other Law
and Order around it, protect you.  Remember… President Trump’s words
from 2016 forward:  “We are draining the swamp.”  "We have it all." 
"We've caught them all."

/ … /

Simply displaying their crimes to the world as President Trump said they
would.  Military and Federal Laws and Orders are not Conspiracy
Theories.  Americans must see… the "Biden Admin" is a fraudulent and
fake administration according to the Constitution, Military and Federal

Law. That’s also why the cronies cannot address the National
Emergency from Executive Order 13848 along with the PEAD, and
many other important Executive Orders.  Not only because they believe
they are invincible to the majority of clueless Americans, but admitting
of the attack would open the multiple files, layers, and evidence of
intelligence from our US Military of the Election Fraud (dumping of
millions of votes).  Those who used their assets to fund Chinese
Communist Party and Military, Ukraine, etc. which are

/ … /

https://www.congress.gov/116/plaws/publ121/PLAW-116publ121.pdf 
This Act ended up being a 'Safety Net' that wasn't needed because of
the activation of all 3 lines of defenses in the Nation via the Insurrection
Act of 1807, a power of the President to activate National Guard to
Federal Duty, which according to the Articles of the Constitution extends
the powers of the President.  Plus the November 3, 2020, PEAD, along
with the signing of Executive Order 13919 in 2019, giving the Secretary
of Defense full authority to activate all 50 states Reserve components
(never done in the History of U.S.).  The Enhancement Act of 2020
specifically said, "the former sitting President would have full control of
the military for 60 days after Inauguration." Which meant Trump would
have had military control 60 days after "Biden" was inaugurated…
which never happened.

/ … /

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/national-guard-activate-cybersecurity-
teams-14-states-ahead-midterm-elections  Along with:  Due to the
PEAD being in place before November 3, 2020, everything from that
point forward via Congress is a script to be played out to the people to
see the illegal violations to support the U.S. Codes violated via the
Constitution.  “Biden” had to illegally accept the nomination and be
visually, illegally “inaugurated” to the public in order to complete
treason and fraud according to:

/ … /

When you saw those Troops enter the District of Columbia, a foreign
territory in Military terminology and language, you should and could
have known.  This is ALSO why it’s important to read the LAW about the



United States becoming a Corporation (way above) and it being a
foreign entity and the square miles.  Which is also why “Biden” became
a foreign object after the PEAD activated along with Executive Order
13848 and other laws.  The Media are going to be held accountable at
the Military Tribunals too. Everything from November 3, 2020, is all a
script, they have to write articles that violate the U.S. Codes because
they did not adhere to the Military and Trump from 2017 to November 3,
2020.

/ … /

They DID NOT have ANY options left because ALL of Trump’s Executive
Orders, Presidential Acts, were all put into place in Executive Orders in
2017, 2018, 2019, for November 3, 2020, and beyond to present day. 
Therefore the only option they had left on the table was to drop the
“Nuclear Option” which was the ultimate division and use of a
Biochemical Weapon… which came from CHINA and the UKRAINE.  This
is also why Trump had to issue the PEAD for November 3, 2020…
Remember the General’s tweet on Election Day?  Conclusion to lead to
Part Two:  Everything you’ve witnessed from October 2016, to January
20, 2017, to November 3, 2020, to present day is a Covert Operation.

/ … /

Optics 101 by Derek Johnson
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Military Regulations
Marine Law of 1834
Executive Orders
Presidential Emergency Active Documents (PEADs)
Presidential Acts
National Emergencies
Maritime Law
U.S. Codes

/ … /

Maritime Law which is even more historic.  Between Executive Order
13848, Executive Order 13959, The Quantum Advisory Committee
Executive Order and the 17 Military Agencies partnered, 3 National
Emergencies, Presidential Emergencies, creation of the Space Force, the
SCIF on the night of Election tracking fraud all over the world via all
those… there's a key PEAD (as noted in Part One).  Presidential
Emergency Action Document(s) better known as a PEAD.  PEADS are
between the President and the Military Generals.  No one else, not even
Congress can know what is in them.  The reason we (Vets) can 95% or
better know what is inside of the PEAD that President Trump signed… is
due to all Law and Order up to that date.  PEADs also have a COG
accompanying.  There would definitely need to be a Continuation of
Government with everything that has to be cleaned up and
implemented.  There’s enough evidence via laws, orders, and actions to
show:  Here it is:  An emergency declaration that vested ALL power of
the Chief Executive and whatever Legislative Powers deemed necessary
by that trusted person to lead the government-in-exile or better known
as Continuation of Government.  Guess who that person is? 
Commander-in-Chief Donald John Trump.  This PEAD is equivalent to the
Commonwealth Act No. 671.  Commonwealth Act No. 671: 
https://www.officialgazette.gov.ph/1941/12/16/commonwealth-act-
no-671/  Commonwealth Act 671 again:

/ … /

majority of Americans are just willing to move on and not fix Election
Fraud and abide by the Constitution.  Notice the General’s quote ON
Election Day:  Here’s how we know… and also how we know what was in
another PEAD by the actions we had already seen via Military and
Law…  “We took what we learned in 2018.”  He said this on ELECTION
DAY.  LOL  @US_CYBERCOM = United States Cyber Command  US
CyberCom:

/ … /

Congressmen swear under.  NSA’s.  What happened in 2018? President
Trump’s HISTORIC Executive Order 13848 with a Presidential
Emergency, and Election Fraud Committee to be activated on November
3, 2020, and report all the way into Fall of 2021 with KEY DATES in that



2018 order.  A little time before the Election, a PEAD was written to
transfer ALL governing authority to the President of the United States
upon a triggering event in which a COG would also be accompanying
the PEAD.  That triggering event was proof of a foreign government
directly or indirectly colluding with election officials to change the
results of the election.  Insert: See the mirror word: colluding.  Insert:
Everything the evil players were throwing at Trump from 2016 to 2021,
are the

/ … /

Which goes back to the General’s tweet… as the Military was watching
the fraudulent voting… Election infrastructure was absorbed into critical
infrastructure as a part of the DHS in 2017.  The Military discovered
evidence that an enemy government assisted domestic agents with
stealing the election…and that discovery triggered the PEAD.  THIS is
the PEAD that - for all intents and purposes - activated devolution.  But
here’s the thing, we haven’t been thinking big enough.  Remember our
history lesson about the government-in-exile of the Philippines. 
Commonwealth Act No. 671 vested all governing authority of the
Philippines into one man, President Manuel L. Quezon.  President Trump
and the government of the United States now are the same person.  The
timing was critical.  The PEAD had to be activated prior to the vote
counts that declared Biden the winner.  While the Democrats were
scrambling and cheating to push their now actor candidate across the
finish line, the PEAD was already in activated.  The Mainstream Media
got a kick out of this for sure… but for all of you “Trump Trainers” and
“Trump 2024ers” y’all missed the boat too by jumping ship too quick or
telling a Veteran like me who breathes MILITARY LAW not opinions…  “I
don’t know who to trust”

/ … /

including the “legal expert” media and “professional” journalists.  We
will be transitioning to a 2nd Trump presidency: Manuel L. Quezon was
still President of the Philippines when Manila fell.  (Read: Commonwealth
Act Number 671 again).  We’re ready:  The PEAD was already activated
along with Executive Orders, Maritime Law, Presidential Emergencies,
and troops were on standby getting ready.  The World is watching: And
stilllll watching.  We’re going to count ALL the votes - we will need these
later to PROVE the election was stolen.  In fact, they were probably all

counted days before Pompeo

/ … /

in the election - if the true vote count was corrupted, this would be the
evidence that Biden was not the winner.  There will be electors
selected:  These were needed to secure Trump's presidency-in-exile in
full compliance with the law.  Electors are Trump’s people - they may
have easily signed NDA’s, if they were even needed.  The PEAD would
allow Trump to suspend elections in order to save the nation if he
deemed it necessary.  There’s a process:  The constitution spells it out
very clearly.  We count votes, select electors, elect a President.
However, the constitution also gives the President power to act in the
event of emergencies and invasion.  Once the PEAD was activated that
vested governing authority in the current President (Trump), that
President could have suspended elections - legally.  The timing was
critical.  The evidence triggering the PEAD had to be uncovered prior to
the vote counts being complete and “Biden” declared winner.  The world
should have every confidence that the transition necessary that the
State department is functional today, is successful today, and will be
successful with the President who is sworn in on January 20th, a minute
after noon will also be successful:  There’s a subtle reference to TWO
different state departments?  Why would America have or need two
state departments?  This PEAD was equally important as all the
Executive Orders, National Emergencies, and Activation of Troops. 
President Trump specifically said:  “We went through the worst attack
we’ve ever had on our country, this is the worst attack we’ve ever had…
this is worse than Pearl Harbor, this is worse than the World

/ … /

Pearl Harbor = December 16, 1941 Commonwealth Act No. 671  World
Trade Center = Bush Jr. rig job.  Rumsfeld 9/10/11 announcing 2.3 trillion
missing from the Pentagon.  Covid-19 was not an accident.  It was a
Biological Chemical Attack against the world.  With the PEAD… here’s
the end game with it:  It created a Government in Exile.  Which is why
Trump left in January 20th, 2021, on Air Force One, with the
Constitutional and Military Regulated Inauguration, and has been moved
around like a chess piece when needed.  Everything from selection of
electors, January 6, and “inauguration” were the visual and illegal



/ … /

Not a single American can say there was not any evidence after all of
the Executive Orders, Presidential Emergencies, Presidential Acts,
National Emergencies, from 2017 to 2021.  A puppet was also “sworn
in'' in 1941 in the Philippines too… does not mean a thing.  The
Commonwealth Act No. 671 protected the Philippine people from Japan. 
This PEAD and all of the other Law and Order protect you.  It’s a Covert
Operation and now you’re in the Mirror Operation phase.  Everything
you’re seeing and have seen since November 3, 2020, is the mirror
effect.  "The evidence and crimes will be displayed to the world and
they will pay for their

/ … /

The Presidential Enhancement Act of 2019/2020 specifically states the
‘former’  President will have FULL control of the Military 60 days after
the “Inauguration” which would have brought you to March 21, 2021. 
Once again, as noted in Doc 1, this would mean Trump as the former
President.  But this Act ended up being a Safety Net.  Because the
PEAD on November 3, 2020, and the activation of the Troops January 6,
2021, signified the invoking of the Insurrection Act of 1807 which
extended the powers of the President according to Articles of the
Constitution.  The last President to EVER serve more than 2 terms
(FOUR)… was Franklin D. Roosevelt.  From 1793 to 1933, every
President was inaugurated on March 4. Which was the day of the

/ … /

Americans could have known what's going on for your own peace,
comfort, and not getting the planned jab by the biological chemical
attack via the CCP that was meant to kill and destroy, divide and
distract from what's actually happening.  This Covert Operation went
into planning in 2012.  All of Trump's Presidency from top to bottom,
every EO, every PEAD, every PA, every Act, following the UCMJ (Military
Law), Military Regulations, Symbolism(s), US Codes, Federal Law…
every aspect were being led and written by the Military and World
Generals.  All of the below were already in the Optic and "Script" mode
because of one thing…

/ … /

Here you go:  https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/10/opinion/trump-
coronavirus-emergencypowers.html  “Aren’t allowed to know about” -
LOLOLOL  The only thing you’re not allowed to know about is what’s
inside of a PEAD… because it’s protecting you.  All of the rest of the
President’s Powers are in the Constitution and they are not secret to
anyone.

/ … /

Quick reminder why Military Law and Military Regulations matter. 
There’s a Ceremony and Process for Military Funerals.  Three, Every
SINGLE thing that President Trump did, but also said, was to be taken
seriously because everything was placed into Executive Orders, PEADs,
Acts, Laws, Orders, and they all visually happened right in front of you. 
He also verbally criticized and called out the FBI as he said, not all are
bad, but the majority are infiltrated.

/ … /
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In 2019, the Senate was controlled by Republicans…  The swamp and
RINOS on all sides and outside had no Congressional “option” other than
to release their “nuclear option”… which was a threat to National
Security and why President Trump had to use the PEAD on top of all of
his monumental and historical Executive Orders and National
Emergencies.  The corporation knew the 150 year reign was DEAD and
OVER by the Military Generals behind the scenes plus the agencies
involved, that backed the Constitution, Executive Orders, Presidential
Acts, Presidential Emergencies,

/ … /



The other thing that needs to be addressed is the portion of Doctors and
Nurses that are for and encouraging the wrong vaccine.  The whole "I
have a degree in medicine" does not mean they do not know anything
of what happened from 2017 to 2021 via the Constitution, Executive
Orders, PEADs, PAs, Military Law, Regulations, and Orders along with
Federal Laws.  It's still "your body, your choice."  I cannot make you
read, study, research, understand, and learn those.

/ … /

"We the people" in society deem what's valuable and what isn't. 
Doctors and Nurses can have "a good heart," but still be in the blind. 
Being a soldier or veteran doesn't mean crap if you do not know
Revolutionary History and Foundation, the Constitution, the UCMJ
(Military Law), Military Regulations, Branch Regulations, Executive
Orders, Articles of the Constitution and PEADs = Powers of the
President, Presidential Acts, and Law etc.  Being a cowboy makes you a
cowboy. Knowing law makes you know law.  1 out of 5 people have an
STD…  Imagine if you had to show a card to the partner before doing
the hokey pokey?

/ … /
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Yemen is one of the dirty crooks of the world too.  Obama had several
Executive Orders for those scums.  There’s not many who can piece all
of the Executive Orders, plus National Emergencies, PEADs, Military
Operations, Military Optics, Military Symbolisms, Codes, and Federal
Law all together to paint this beautiful picture.  Many of you will just
have to wait.

/ … /

Aircraft Operations Continued – Aug 2022 to Present Day by
Derek Johnson
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Versus believing what the Uniform Code of Military Justice (Military Law)
and Federal Law says, believing Military Regulations, Military
Symbolisms, Military Codes and Code Language, Optics, Operations,
Executive Orders, Presidential Emergencies and PEADs, National
Emergencies and how they’re addressed by Law, Title 32, Title 10,
Stafford Act, National Emergencies Act, Insurrection Act of 1807, 47
United States Code 606…

/ … /


